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Scattering Manifestation of Multiferroicity in a Frustrated Magnet

The coexistence of magnetism and ferroelectricity with cross coupling, termed multiferroicity, rarely occurs.
Recent discoveries of gigantic magnetoelectric couplings in frustrated magnets offer new opportunities for
a thorough scientific understanding of multiferroicity as well as multiferroic applications. With
measurements of resonant soft-X-ray magnetic scattering and an analysis based on symmetry
considerations, we proffer scattering evidence for multiferroicity and a new pathway for understanding the
intricate coupling between magnetism and ferroelectricity in frustrated magnets. The magnetoelectric
effect in TbM2O5 arises from an internal field determined by Sq x S-q with Sq being the magnetization at
modulation vector q , independent of the commensurability and chirality. Our discoveries set fundamental
symmetry constraints on the microscopic mechanism of multiferroicity in frustrated magnets.

Ever since it intrigued Greeks, magnetism, in which the
ordering of spins comes into play, has kindled great scientific
minds. Ferroelectricity is an electronic version of magnetism,
associated with the polar arrangement of charges. Technologi-
cally, materials with the coexistence of magnetism and ferroelec-
tricity, termed multiferroicity, are attractive because they offer
the possibility for realizing mutual control of electric and mag-
netic properties. The key phenomenon behind such mutual con-
trol lies on the capability for the induction of magnetization by
an electric field or of electric polarization by a magnetic field,
known as the magnetoelectric (ME) effect. The ME effect is an
important characterization of multiferroicity but has been poorly
understood. The effect could be largely enhanced by the pres-
ence of internal fields. However, such enhancement requires the
coexistence and strong coupling of magnetism and ferroelec-
tricity (FE), which rarely occur in real materials. Recent discover-
ies of giant magnetoelectric couplings in frustrated magnets,[1,2]

such as reversibly flipping ferroelectric polarization or drastic
change of dielectric constant with applied magnetic fields, thus
offer new opportunities for a thorough scientific understanding
of multiferroicity as well as multiferroic applications.

In frustrated magnets, such as RMnO3 and RMn2O5 (R = Tb,
Dy, and Ho), the spontaneous electric polarization (P ) appears in
certain antiferromagnetic (AF) phases. Unlike old examples of
multiferroics, the magnetoelectric couplings exhibited by these
materials are gigantic, and the magnetic phases involved are
complicated and commonly incommensurate with lattice. The
magnetic transition temperature is higher than the ferroelectric
one, suggesting that the ferroelectricity is induced by magnetic
order. Furthermore, the inversion symmetry in the magnetic
phases with ferroelectricity is broken, implying that the magnet-
ic order couples to odd orders of P . In addition, these magnets
show anomalies in the temperature dependence of dielectric
constant ε. For RMnO3, the ferroelectric transition is accom-
panied by a magnetic transition from incommensurate sinu-
soidal to spiral AF order. Kenzelmann et al.[3] have applied the
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Ginzburg-Landau theory to understand the multiferroic
behavior. In contrast, although Chapon et al.[4] found that
the ferroelectricity in YMn2O5 results from acentric spin-
density waves, little is known about the underlying mech-
anism of multiferroicity in RMn2O5 because of their
structural complexity. The exact relation and interplay
between AF order and ferroelectricity in frustrated mag-
nets are unknown and remain controversial.

The presence of internal fields is the simplest origin of
the cross coupling between magnetism and ferroelectrici-
ty. Microscopically, however, it is difficult to identify them
due to their weak effect. Historically, scattering has been
shown to be powerful for measuring accumulated micro-
scopic changes and for revealing orderings and their rela-
tions directly. Neutron scattering, for example, first con-
vincingly proved the existence of the antiferromagnetic
phase of MnO.[5] Here, by resorting to soft X-ray magnetic
scattering and an analysis based on the phenomenologi-
cal Ginzburg-Landau approach, we demonstrate that the
magnetically induced ferroelectricity in TbM2O5 arises
from an internal field determined by Sq x S-q with Sq

being the magnetization at modulation vector q . The
results indicate that the non-collinearity of spins is essen-
tial for the existence of induced P , independent of com-
mensurability and chirality. In contrast, the external elec-
tric fields alter the exchange coupling, yielding anomalies
in the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant.

We present measurements of soft X-ray magnetic
scattering around the L3 (2p3/2→3d) absorption edge of
Mn to reveal the detailed coupling of ferroelectricity and
AF order in TbMn2O5. Soft X-ray magnetic scattering is a
newly developed technique which is sensitive to the
magnetic moment of transition-metal d electrons, allow-
ing us to probe magnetic order with high sensitivity. The
scattering amplitude is proportional to the magnetization
Sq , which is Σ

j
Sje

i q .r with Sj and r being spin moments
and position vectors, respectively. We performed scatter-

ing measurements with the EPU beamline. Figure 1(A)
illustrates a schematic view of scattering geometry. A sin-
gle crystal of TbMn2O5(100) with dimensions of 2x1x1 mm3

was cut and polished to achieve a mirror-like surface,
followed by a high-temperature annealing to remove
built-up strain during polishing. The modulation vector q
is the momentum transferred from the materials and lies
in the scattering plane defined by the a and c axes, i.e., 
q = (qa,0,qc). For photons of 639 eV, the intrinsic q resolu-
tion in terms of half width at half maxima (HWHM) is esti-
mated to be of 0.001Å-1, including the effect of photon
penetration depth. The scattering results reveal that
TbMn2O5 exhibits an AF order below 42 K. Figure 1 shows
the scattering intensity in the qaqc plane. To reduce self
absorption, we used photons with an energy just below
the Mn L3 edge in the following discussion on the temper-
ature and polarization dependence; for example, the
penetration depth (~ 1800 Å) of 639-eV photons is much
larger than the correlation length of AF order (~ 800 Å
defined as the inverse of HWHM).

Temperature-dependent measurements indicate that
the AF order of TbMn2O5 occurs with modulation vectors
( ±δa,0, +δc), in which δa and δc characterize the 

incommensurability. The temperature dependence of qa

is plotted in Fig. 2(A) and Fig. 2(B) for π and σ polariza-
tions, respectively. As the temperature decreases, the
incommensurate AF order of TbMn2O5 begins to develop
at 42 K, in agreement with neutron results. For the tem-
perature between 37 K and 30 K, the incommensurate
scattering intensity decreases monotonically; the qa of
the incommensurate ordering moves toward 0.5. In con-
trast, the commensurate ordering appears between 37 K
and 24 K, coexisting with the incommensurate ordering.
The scattering intensities plotted in the insets of Fig. 2(A)
and Fig. 2(C) demonstrate the coexistence of commensu-
rate and incommensurate AF orderings, similar to the
coexistence of commensurate and incommensurate AF
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Fig. 1:  (A) Schematic view of soft-X-ray scatter-
ing measurements on TbMn2O5(100) with σ
and π' polarizations for incident and scattered
photons, respectively. With q near ( , 0, ), 

the angle between the scattered X-ray and the
a axis is ~ 6˚ and that between the incident X-
ray and the c axis is ~ 19˚. (B) Scattering inten-
sity plotted in the qaqc plane recorded at 30 K
with photon energy of 639 eV. The full widths at
half maxima (FWHM) of the qa and qc scans
fitted with a Lorentzian function and a linear
background are 0.0020 Å-1 and 0.0025 Å -1,
respectively.
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phases observed in YMn2O5. As shown in Fig 3(B)., the
onset of spontaneous electric polarization is accompa-
nied by the incommensurate-commensurate AF transition
at 37 K, contrary to RMnO3. On further lowering the tem-
perature, a commensurate-incommensurate transition
occurs at 23 K; the commensurate ordering disappears.

The polarization dependence of X-ray scattering pro-
vides the information about the direction of magnetic
moments. Hannon et al.[6] have shown the magnetic
moment along a direction Z

^
probed in X-ray scattering is

proportional to (e '* x e )·Z
^

, where e ' is the electric field of
the scattered light. For an incident X-ray of σ polariza-

tion, the scattered X-ray from TbMn2O5 with e '//b
^

(denot-
ed as σ' polarization) makes no contribution to the mag-
netic scattering, and the scattered X-ray with e '⊥b

^
(π'

polarization) is predominantly sensitive to the magnetic
moment along the a axis, i.e., |Sa

q|, because (π'* xσ) is ~
6˚ away from the a axis. Conversely, if the incident X-ray
has π polarization, the scattered X-ray has either π' orσ'
polarization; (π'* xπ) is parallel to the b axis, whereas 
(σ'* x π) is predominantly along the c direction. As neu-
tron measurements indicate that the magnetic moments
are in the ab plane, the scattering with π polarization is
predominantly sensitive to the magnetic moment along
the b axis, i.e., |Sb

q|. Hence the ratio Iσ/Iπ of average
intensities with σ and π polarization is proportional to
|Sa

q|2/|Sb
q|2.

The knowledge of |Sa
q| and |Sb

q| enables one to inves-
tigate how P is induced by magnetization based on the
Ginzburg-Landau approach. As hinted from the broken
inversion symmetry, there must be odd orders of P cou-
pling to Sq . Clearly, the lowest order coupling is that an
internal field E in couples to P , and the free energy F can
be written as F = P2/2χ0 - E in·P with χ0 being the electric
susceptibility. The minimization of F thus leads to P = χ0 E in.
From symmetry point of view, because Sq changes sign
under time reversal, E in must be quadratic in magnetiza-
tion and contains at least two components in Sq . Since
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Fig. 2:  Temperature-dependent q of AF ordering of TbMn2O5: (A)
and (B) qa component measured with π and σ polarizations; (C)
qc component. The vertical size of rectangular symbols indicates
the uncertainty of qa and qc. Intensities normalized to that of the
commensurate AF ordering at 30 K with polarization are
expressed by means of colour. The temperature dependence of
qc is without showing relative intensities. Intensities of
incommensurate AF ordering with q = ( ±δa, 0, +δc) are 

denoted as I±, and of the commensurate ordering as IC. The
insets of (A) and (C) are, respectively, scattering intensities of qx

and qz scans at selected temperatures.
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Fig. 3:  Graphic illustrations of the symmetry of multiferroicity
and ferroelectric properties of TbMn2O5. . (A) Left: Cartoon view
of the relative orientations of S q and S -q . The internal field E in

q^ x (S
q

x S
-q

) , where q^ is the unit vector along the direction of q .
Right: Graphic illustration of P induced by E in; (B) Comparison of
the polarization P and intensities Σq(IσIπ)1/2. Here, Iσ and Iπ are
the average intensities for σ and π polarizations, respectively,
i.e., Iσ/π ≡ (I+ + I-)/2 for incommensurate order ing and Iσ/π ≡
IC for commensurate ordering.
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both q and -q must be paired to make P uniform in real
space, E in must contain both Sq and S-q . Under the inver-
sion operation r → -r , Sq becomes S-q . Since P changes
sign, E in must change sign to fulfill F being invariant. Out
of the quantities that characterize the magnetic order and
the underlying lattice, there are two possible combina-
tions for E in: u^ x (Sq x S-q ) or (Sq · S-q )q^, where u^ is a^, b

^
, c^ or

their combinations, representing the most important
anisotropic direction in the spin-spin interaction. Since 
(Sq · S-q ) = |Sq |2 is finite for any magnetic phase occurring
below the Neel temperature TN, an internal field of the
form (Sq · S-q )q^ implies that transition temperature for
non-vanishing P is identical to TN, which disagrees with
experimental observation of TbMn2O5. On the other
hand, u^ x (S q x S -q ) does discern different magnetic
phases. In particular, it vanishes for collinear or inversion-
invariant magnetic phases. Therefore, we conclude that 
E in = Σq iγq u^ x (Sq x S-q ) is the only candidate that is con-
sistent with symmetry considerations for TbMn2O5. Here
γq is some unknown function to be determined by
microscopic models. Then the induced polarization is 
P = χ0Σq iγq u^ x (Sq x S-q ).

For TbMn2O5, because Sc
q = 0, by taking u^ = q^, P is

along the b axis, consistent with experimental observa-
tions. The choice of u^ = q^ is also consistent with the work
by Mostovoy,[7] where the proposed expression, after
being averaged over space, also shows that P is
determined by S q x S -q . In addition, checking the
magnitude of P provides another justification. Since
P Σqγq |Sa

q||Sb
q|sin(ψa - ψb) with ψa/b being phases of

Sq
a/b, the appearance of P requires non-vanishing ψa - ψb,

reflecting the requirement of non-collinear spin structure
for inducing polarization. Since the change of q is small,
γq is almost temperature-independent. With further
assumption of ψa - ψb being roughly independent of
temperature, we have P Σq(IσIπ)1/2. Figure 3 shows the
comparison of P with the sum of the intensities (IσIπ)1/2

over commensurate and incommensurate magnetic
orderings. Clearly, they follow each other closely, indicat-
ing the validity of the proposed E in and the assumption
on the temperature independence of ψa - ψb. These
observations also indicate that the coexisting incommen-
surate and commensurate orderings break the inversion
symmetry. Furthermore, since P is an odd function in any
component of S q , strong magnetic fields can simply
change the sign of just one component in Sq and result in
the observed reversal of P in direction.
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